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Abstract

Tag recommendation relies on either a rank-
ing function for top-k tags or an autoregres-
sive generation method. However, the previ-
ous methods neglect one of two seemingly con-
flicting yet desirable characteristics of a tag set:
orderlessness and inter-dependency. While the
ranking approach fails to address the inter-
dependency among tags when they are ranked,
the autoregressive approach fails to take order-
lessness into account because it is designed
to utilize sequential relations among tokens.
We propose a sequence-oblivious generation
method for tag recommendation, in which the
next tag to be generated is independent of the
order of the generated tags and the order of
the ground truth tags occurring in training data.
Empirical results on two different domains, In-
stagram and Stack Overflow, show that our
method is significantly superior to the previous
approaches.

1 Introduction

Recommendation techniques have been widely
used for diverse applications both in symbolic and
deep neural network frameworks. A conventional
approach to recommendation is a ranking scheme
that returns top-k relevant target items for a given
query or a user profile. As such, recommending
tags (e.g., hashtags and labeled tags), which is the
main focus of this paper, has been treated as a rank-
ing problem (Weston et al., 2014; Gong and Zhang,
2016; Wu et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020a; Kaviani and Rah-
mani, 2020). These approaches, however, neglect
inter-dependency among the tags (see Figure 1)in a
way conventional information retrieval techniques
do for ranking. When tags have dependency among
themselves, especially with a query, it would be
desirable to consider such dependency when the
next tag is selected for recommendation.

On the opposite side of the spectrum are the
recent studies employing an autoregressive (AR)
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of three different
frameworks for tag recommendation.

generation model for tag recommendation (Wang
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020b) where a GRU de-
coder (Cho et al., 2014) enables the modeling of
the dependency among the generated tags. While
this approach considers dependency present in a
sequence of tags, it overlooks the nature of tag
recommendation where the output is a set of tags
(orderlessness) rather than a sequence. For tag
recommendation, it is important that all the tags
generated to a certain point in time have identical
influence on the decision for the next generation
(inter-dependency) as in Figure 1.

Contrasting a list of tags against a sequence of
words in a natural language sentence sheds light
on the characteristics of the tag recommendation
problem. Unlike an ordinary sentence comprised
of a sequence of tokens, a set of recommended
tags is not predicated upon any syntactic rule. It is
unordered and syntax-free, and yet exhibits depen-
dency among the tags themselves based on their
semantic relatedness. These seemingly conflicting
characteristics suggest that tag recommendation be
seen as an application with a new class of language,
calling for a new method beyond the text genera-
tion framework widely adopted for NLP (Cho et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014;
Radford et al., 2018).
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More specifically, we note that the decoder-
oriented AR approach, even with a Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) decoder, is essentially lim-
ited in that the next token to be generated is highly
dependent on the last generated token (see Figure
1). While remembering what has been generated is
helpful, furthermore, maximizing a sequence like-
lihood adopted in a typical text generation model
is unnecessarily constraining for a tag recommen-
dation; the order of generated tags is immaterial
as they could be shuffled without changing their
overall relevance to the query.

In this paper, we propose the sequence-oblivious
generation (SOG) method for tag recommenda-
tion. Its main feature is that a tag is generated
independently from the order of the previously gen-
erated tags. Instead, it iteratively expands the input
query with the generated tag so that the expanded
query affects the next tag prediction. Our approach
can be seen as analogous to pseudo-relevance feed-
back (PRF) (Xu and Croft, 1996) where previously
retrieved items are deemed relevant and used to
extract additional query terms for relevance feed-
back. In our approach, previously generated tags
are added to the query and fed back to the process
of predicting the next tag to be generated.

Note that SOG is devised for the unique nature of
generating syntax-free yet inter-dependent tags. In-
stead of the usual RNN or Transformer decoder
where the sequence of tokens plays a key role,
SOG leverages the Transformer encoder and its
self-attention to draw on the identical flow of infor-
mation from every input feature position, removing
the sequence-dependent nature of decoder-based
generation. Moreover, our model is trained to ig-
nore the order of the ground truth tags by maximiz-
ing on the entire set of tags (1-to-M) at every step
of generation, which is distinguished from maxi-
mizing a sequence likelihood (1-to-1) in a typical
autoregressive text generation task.

Also proposed in this paper is a scheme for
late fusion of multi-modal context input, namely,
text, image, time, location, and tags, as opposed
to conventional late fusion approaches. We em-
ploy BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for tag generation
to exploit its self-attention mechanism for multi-
modal fusion and its pre-trained language under-
standing capability. Our intuition is that input fea-
tures should be encoded simultaneously for their
mutual influences, not as separately encoded parts
followed by their fusion at a later stage.

We conduct extensive experiments on two dif-
ferent domains (Instagram and Stack Overflow)
for recommendation and show that SOG outper-
forms the ranking, AR generation and late fusion
approaches by significant margins. We provide de-
tailed analyses of the comparisons between SOG
and established baselines to shed light on the dif-
ferent perspectives of the proposed approaches for
recommendation.

2 Related Work

The tag recommendation problem has mostly been
studied as a ranking process, with models extract-
ing top-k tags given an input query (Zangerle et al.,
2011; Weston et al., 2014; Sedhai and Sun, 2014;
Denton et al., 2015; Park et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2016; Gong and Zhang, 2016; Wu et al., 2018b).
They map the input features and tag embeddings
to a common embedding space and learn with a
pairwise ranking loss (Weston et al., 2014; Denton
et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018b), or address tags as
latent topics by applying topic modeling like La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (Ding et al., 2012; Godin
et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019).

A recent line of work on tag recommendation
takes a generative approach (Wang et al., 2019;
Yang et al., 2020b). However, their application
of GRU shows that tags are treated as an ordered
sequence, neglecting the orderless yet interrelated
characteristics of tags. This characteristics of a
tag set pose a significant challenge to the encoder-
decoder generation scheme common to text gen-
eration (Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Radford et al., 2018; Yang
et al., 2019b; Chi et al., 2020), where the autore-
gressive (AR) decoding mechanism heavily relies
on the immediately preceding token. This AR ap-
proach bounds the model to sequential ordering of
the target sequence.

There have been attempts to use BERT in a gen-
erative fashion for text generation (Chan and Fan,
2019a,b), exploiting its language understanding
capabilities. While they use BERT to model se-
quential dependency, we explore its potential to
ignore the sequential aspect. Recent work (Yang
et al., 2019a) takes a reinforcement learning (RL)
approach to modeling the unordered yet dependent
characteristics of a target domain. Despite their
learning objective to maximize reward on the or-
derless prediction, however, the model architecture
still bound to the AR scheme.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of the proposed model. It generates the most likely tag iteratively by leveraging
BERT’s self-attention and [MASK] token, allowing for an identical flow among generated tags.

3 Context-Aware SOG Method

Given the multi-modal context feature types such
as image, location, time, and text as well as tags
generated to a particular point in time, our recom-
mendation model predicts the next tag using all of
them as input query. More formally:

ĥts = argmax
hts∈HT

P (hts|img, loc, time, txt, ĥt<s)

(1)

where ĥts is the sth tag to be generated by the
model conditioned on the context features and pre-
viously generated unordered list of tags. HT is the
set of all possible tags.

The tag generation process is sequence-
oblivious, not following the way natural language
sentence is generated. It does not abide by prede-
fined syntactic or semantic rules and is oblivious to
the sequential order. We define three indispensable
components for SOG: (i) Encoder-based generation
architecture with an unbiased exchange of informa-
tion among tags (Section 3.1), (ii) 1-to-M training
scheme that mitigates the order constraint (Sec-
tion 3.2), and (iii) Greedy decoding that neglects
the complex syntactic and semantic constraints of
a natural language (Section 3.3). Unlike the au-
toregressive generation or ranking schemes, our
generation model produces an unordered yet inter-
related target tags given an assortment of context
features and previously generated tags. In Section
3.4, we elaborate on how the four context feature
types are fused for our SOG model.

3.1 Sequence-Oblivious Model
As a part of establishing the sequence-oblivious
characteristic, Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)

encoder, not decoder, is adopted as an architecture
for generation. Specifically, our approach exploits
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a pre-trained language
model based on Transformer encoder that is capa-
ble of bidirectional encoding. While it is not origi-
nally devised for generation purpose, we note on:
(i) the ability of a [MASK] token to aggregate sur-
rounding contextual information and (ii) the Trans-
former encoder’s characteristic to mitigate sequen-
tial elements of a given input through bidirectional-
ity and enable identical flow of information via self-
attention. We remove original positional encoding
and utilize the context-aggregating characteristic of
[MASK] tokens to compute a probability distribu-
tion over the set of target tags. This encoder style
generation can be contrasted with an autoregressive
decoder style generation. While the latter gener-
ates a token at a given timestep t by only pooling
from the token at t− 1, the former is structurally
free from such a constraint.

Given a sequence of n tokens x =
[x1, x2, x3, ..., xn] representing the initial in-
put context (the features in Eq.1) to the encoder,
our model begins its generation process with:

X1 = [x,[SEP],[MASK]] (2)

where [SEP] indicates the end of the input se-
quence, and [MASK] is appended at the end as a
generative token over a target vocabulary set V
(henceforth HT for the tag set in this work). As
the model generates one token after another, the
predicted tokens are consecutively accumulated
to expand the input context to be fed back to the
model:

Xi = [x,[SEP], ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷi−1,[MASK]] (3)
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where Xi refers to the ith input of a given data
instance. Following the construction of the input
Xi, the model feeds it back into itself and takes
the [MASK] token representation aggregating all
information of context and tags to generate the
subsequent tag:

hi = BERT (Xi) (4)

z = h[MASK]i ·W T
HT + b (5)

pk =
exp(zk)∑

ht∈HT exp(zht)
(6)

ŷi = argmax
yi

(p) (7)

where hi ∈ Rn×d, WHT ∈ R|HT |×d, z ∈ R|HT |,
and p ∈ R|HT |. Then the generated ŷi is again used
to expand the input sequence for the next input:

Xi+1 = [x,[SEP], ŷ1, ŷ2..., ŷi−1, ŷi,[MASK]]
(8)

3.2 Sequence-Oblivious Training

1-to-1 Input-Label Mapping

1-to-M Input-Label Mapping

Figure 3: 1-to-1 vs. 1-to-M training schemes. The
hashtag ht3 that appears right after ht2 is not necessar-
ily the ground truth for training; all permutations of
the tags are considered ground truths. Moreover, un-
like AR that is highly dependent on the last tag ht2, our
sequence-oblivious model allows for the equal contri-
bution of ht1 and ht2 when generating ht3 to htN.

Training for conventional text generation usu-
ally consists of a single ground truth label at every
generation step, which we refer to as the 1-to-1
scheme. Such a method is reasonable since the
exact sequence needs to be generated. In tag rec-
ommendation, however, multiple ground truth tags
can exist that range over all the permutations of the
given set of tags. This is what we refer to as the
1-to-M scheme (Figure 3).

More formally, Li, the ground truth tag(s) at the
ith step, is defined in two ways:

L
{1−to−1}
i = hti (9)

L
{1−to−M}
i = [hti, hti+1, ..., htN ] (10)

where hti is the ith ground truth tag. Note that
the list of tags in L

{1−to−M}
i can be any one of

the permutations of those in the target tag set. We
enforce the L

{1−to−M}
i relationship by using KL

divergence loss that compares the output distribu-
tion of predicted tags against the ground truth dis-
tribution.

DKL(q||p) =
∑

ht∈HT

q(ht) log
q(ht)

p(ht)
(11)

where ht refers to a tag within tag space of HT .
We induce inter-tag relationship at the feature

level by turning a post containing N ground truth
tags into N separate training instances. Each in-
stance begins with the context features [img, loc,
time, txt] and receives no tag, one tag, and so on,
all the way to the maximum number of tags mi-
nus one. Starting with the first training instance
T1 being [C, [SEP], [MASK]] where C denotes
the list of context features, we obtain a total of N
training instances:

Ti = [C,[SEP], ht1, ht2, ..., hti−1,[MASK]]
(12)

where i = 1, ..., N .

3.3 Sequence-Oblivious Decoding Strategy
At the decoding step where a list of relevant tags
is recommended in a sequence-oblivious way, our
framework employs greedy search. We avoid gen-
erating tags already generated by setting their prob-
abilities to 0. In text generation, beam search is re-
garded as a default setting since making a sentence
natural and understandable is important. How-
ever, recommendation tasks prefer greedy search
because it only cares for choosing the most relevant
tags at each step of generation, without having to
consider all the possibilities to satisfy the complex
syntactic and semantic constraints.

If beam search is used, there is a possibility of
selecting the most likely “sequence," not the list
of items enumerated by their relevance to a given
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query, leaving out more relevant ones. Hence, gen-
erating the most probable item at each step is more
suitable when applying the generation framework
to recommendation tasks. The sequence-oblivious
and relevance-maximizing characteristics of this
decoding strategy reinforces our concept of SOG.

3.4 Feature Conversion and Early Fusion
In dealing with multi-modal context, we convert
the features of four types1 into their textual forms
to make the different modalities amenable to BERT;
their weighted representations are fused through
the self-attention mechanism. The pre-processing
of each feature is as follows:

Image: We generate a caption from each image
using the Microsoft Azure image captioning mod-
ule. Note that while any module can be adopted,
we chose it because it is a commercialized tool,
which can be verified easily and reliably by others.
Only the first image in each post is used.

Location: We utilize the symbolic names (e.g.,
My Home, XX National Park) given by users.

Time: A numeric time expression is converted
into words in three categories based on a rule-based
converter: season, day of the week, and part of the
day (i.e. morning, afternoon, evening or night).
For example, ’2020-07-01 (Wed) 14:52:00’ is con-
verted into {summer, weekday, afternoon}.

Text: A list of words are collected from the
text description of a post. We strip tags from the
description and use texts only.

We then enter the input context C of img, loc,
time and txt with a delimiter token for each type
([IMG], [LOC], [TIME], [SEP]). Note that
the tag ĥt generated from the previous stage and
[MASK] token is appended at the end:

img = [img1, img2, ..., img|img|−1,[IMG]] (13)
loc = [loc1, loc2, ..., loc|loc|−1,[LOC]] (14)

time = [time1, time2, ..., time|time|−1,[TIME]] (15)
txt = [txt1, txt2, ..., txt|txt|−1,[SEP]] (16)
C = [img, loc, time, txt] (17)

Is = [C, ĥt<s,[MASK]] (18)

where Is is the input at sth step for a given post.
Following feature conversion, SOG employs the

early fusion of input features with self-attention,
which effectively merges the features representing
multiple modalities that are interrelated and mutu-
ally complementary to one another. For example,

1These are used only in the Instagram dataset, one of the
two used for our experiments.

two different representations can be constructed
for an image of the sun along with time features
given as either “morning" or “night," which will
generate either “sun rise" or “sun set" as the target
tag, respectively. As such, fusing inter-contextual
information at the representation construction step
is crucial for generating the relevant tags.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Datasets

Dataset #Posts #Tags #Tags
/ Post Input

Instagram 87,872 907 9.59 All
Stack Overflow 81,320 3,897 3.05 Text

Table 1: Two datasets used. The train/test ratio is 9:1.
“All" refers to all the context features in Instagram: Im-
age, Location, Time, and Text. The "Text" of Stack
Overflow means the title and the body of questions.

We evaluate our method on two different do-
mains: Instagram and Stack Overflow. For the
Instagram dataset, which is our main benchmark,
we use multi-modal contexts to demonstrate their
usefulness as well as the effectiveness of our fu-
sion method through a comprehensive set of ex-
periments. While Instagram has been adopted as
a dataset in the previous work (Park et al., 2016),
it only has a single modality (i.e., image) and the
context features required in our approach are ab-
sent, so we built our own dataset. For the Stack
Overflow dataset, we use the text modality only,
because context information such as time in Stack
Overflow are not associated with predicting correct
tag set. Despite the use of only the single modality,
the dataset is further employed to evaluate the SOG
method with additional experiments for generaliz-
ability. Overall statistics are in Table 1 while details
on the data collection and the overall process are
in the Appendix.

Instagram is a popular photo sharing social net-
work service (SNS). A post on Instagram contains
images, location information, uploading time, text
description and the corresponding hashtags (i.e.,
tags). We refer to the first four features as the con-
text and pair it with the associated tags.

Stack Overflow is a programming Q & A com-
munity where each post contains a question, a list
of answers, and user-annotated tags that summarize
the topic at hand (e.g., java, nlp, pytorch). We use
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the questions as our input and tags as our target
labels. Among the attributes (title, body, date, repu-
tation scorem and user ID) each question contains,
we only use title and body as our input text feature,
excluding the others as they are rarely relevant. For
example, unlike in Instagram, the time of a day is
less likely to determine the contents of a question
(and tags).

We consider these datasets as our benchmarks,
containing a relatively sufficient number of tags
(i.e., classes), to conduct a valid assessment of the
effectiveness of leveraging the nature of tag rela-
tions. Compared to these datasets, other existing
datasets for multi-label classification, contain only
a few classes (e.g., 103 for RCV1-V2 (Lewis et al.,
2004) and 54 for AAPD (Yang et al., 2018)), as
well as longer text that is richer in information.
This forms a strong and direct association between
context and a set of tags, which can obscure the ef-
fect of our method of iteratively adding information
with tags for building sufficient context informa-
tion.

4.1.2 Metrics
We evaluate with precision-at-k (P@K) and recall-
at-k (R@K), with K being 1, 3 and 5. Both are
widely used for recommendation tasks since the
rank of the correctly predicted tags matters, irre-
spective of the order of the ground truth tags.

P@K =
1

N

∑ |Ranked top-K ∩ Ground Truth|
K

R@K =
1

N

∑ |Ranked top-K ∩ Ground Truth|
|Ground Truth|

4.1.3 Baselines
We compare our model against both the (i) rank-
ing and (ii) autoregressive frameworks. For fair
comparisons, we design the representative versions
of the baselines that contain the core properties
of each framework by disregarding task specific
techniques (e.g., leveraging user metadata). Note
that all the baselines and our model use the same
context input features. We evaluate the following
baselines under our settings:

Frequency-Based: A simple baseline to estab-
lish a lower bound by generating most frequent
tags regardless of a given context. This shows the
impact of frequency bias on the constructed data
set.

Joint Space (Ranking): A generalized version
of conventional tag recommendation models us-

ing the top-k ranking framework (Weston et al.,
2014; Denton et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018b; Yang
et al., 2020a). It projects input and tag embeddings
onto the same representation space and learn with
a pairwise ranking loss.

BERT-based Ranking (BR-EF vs. BR-LF): A
modified version of the Joint Space (Ranking)
baseline, using BERT as the backbone architecture.
This model is trained with cross-entropy to maxi-
mize the likelihood of ground truth tags, and pro-
duces top-k tags given the [CLS] representation.
We compare two models, BR-EF and BR-LFT, for
our early fusion (EF) and late fusion (LF) taken
by previous models (Weston et al., 2014; Gong
and Zhang, 2016; Wu et al., 2018a; Zhang et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2020a; Kaviani and Rahmani,
2020), respectively. BR-EF takes the input C (Eq.
17) whereas BR-LF passes each feature separately
through BERT to independently encode each fea-
ture for the subsequent fusion step.

Seq2Seq (MLE): A model used in (Yang et al.,
2018, 2019a) that employs the Seq2Seq framework
(Sutskever et al., 2014) for multi-label classifica-
tion and learns via maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). The architecture consists of a bi-LSTM
encoder and an LSTM decoder.

Seq2Set (MLE+RL): A model (Yang et al.,
2019a) built upon Seq2Seq (MLE), using the
Seq2Seq model pre-trained with MLE and fine-
tuned with reinforcement learning (RL) to reduce
the sensitivity to the label order in Seq2Seq through
an F1-score based reward function.

AR (1-to-1 vs. 1-to-M): A generalized version
of the autoregressive (AR) tag generation models
(Wang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020b). We employ
the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) encoder-
decoder architecture, but replace the encoder with
BERT for fair comparison with our SOG. We also
apply the 1-to-M scheme to validate the effect.

4.1.4 Implementation details

Our implementations are based on bert-base-
uncased of the transformers library (Wolf
et al., 2019), using a V100 NVIDIA GPU. With
the batch size of 64, the hidden size of 768 and
the learning rate of 5e-5, we use the Adam opti-
mizer and a seed equal to 42. The maximum input
sequence length of our model is set to 384. The
number of tags to be generated is set to 5 for our ex-
periments, while it could be any number according
to the use case. Further details are in the Appendix.
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Instagram Stack Overflow
Model P@1 P@3 P@5 R@1 R@3 R@5 P@1 P@3 P@5 R@1 R@3 R@5

Ranking Approaches

Frequency-Based 6.99 5.33 4.65 1.56 4.22 5.76 7.49 8.06 7.57 3.07 10.36 16.73
Joint Space 15.21 11.30 9.58 6.21 12.78 17.40 9.70 7.30 6.06 4.31 9.64 13.26

BR-LF 28.84 19.05 14.88 11.34 21.24 26.77 - - - - - -
BR-EF 41.78 26.52 20.51 17.52 28.69 34.50 58.72 30.07 20.56 27.93 39.69 44.01

Generation Approaches

Seq2Seq (MLE) 34.05 18.94 13.24 13.87 20.09 22.30 53.38 25.93 16.44 25.32 34.40 35.83
Seq2Set (MLE+RL) 39.96 21.49 14.66 16.77 24.95 26.94 57.30 26.72 16.95 27.36 36.00 37.53

AR (1-to-1) 30.06 18.54 14.66 12.83 20.49 25.88 61.66 31.46 21.06 29.24 42.07 45.98
AR (1-to-M) 37.34 22.33 17.46 15.53 24.04 29.47 62.30 32.29 22.15 29.64 42.76 47.49

SOG (1-to-1) 46.15 28.03 20.58 19.81 30.44 34.65 59.80 34.30 24.23 29.20 46.81 52.84
SOG (1-to-M) 51.85 30.15 22.03 22.29 32.38 36.62 67.87 35.91 24.09 32.69 47.51 51.82

Table 2: Evaluation results of baselines (Ranking and Autoregressive) and our models on two different domains.

4.2 Analyses of the Comparisons

Table 2 presents P@K and R@K scores of our mod-
els against those of the baselines, showing that our
models outperform the baselines by significant mar-
gins. The most salient outcome of the experiment
is that our proposed model is much superior to the
ranking and autoregressive generation approaches.
Another notable result is that the EF strategy is
superior to LF. Further analyses follow:

Joint Space vs. BR-LF: This comparison im-
plies that the language model capabilities of BERT
contributes significantly to the tag recommendation
problem, compared to the joint space approach.

BR-EF vs. BR-LF: We assess the EF and LF
approaches for inter-context feature modeling by
comparing BR-EF and BR-LF. In LF, the model
separately encodes each feature type (image, loca-
tion, time and text) with a shared parameter BERT
and averages over them to form a single, aggre-
gated context representation. On the other hand,
EF jointly feeds the features of different types at
a single step and rank the tags based on the fused
information. The large gap in the result clearly in-
dicates that fusing the different features, rather than
just aggregating them, helps the recommendation
tasks significantly.

Ranking vs. Generation: The result shows that
SOG outperforms the ranking models by a signif-
icant margin. This performance gain is attributed
to the modeling of the orderless inter-tag depen-
dency. Note, however, that comparison between

the ranking models and the AR models is mixed;
the former is better for Instagram but worse for
Stack Overflow.

AR vs. SOG: SOG models substantially out-
perform the AR models, supporting the claim that
it is important not to emphasize the usual sequen-
tial dependency enforced by the AR models for
tag recommendation. Our model also outperforms
both Seq2Set (MLE+RL) and its backbone model
Seq2Seq (MLE). Despite Seq2Set’s improvement
over Seq2Seq, it still underperforms SOG by a
large margin. These results imply the architectural
limitations imposed by the Seq2Seq backbone with
the usual LSTM encoder-decoder; this structure
ultimately confines the model to the AR frame-
work. Moreover, the RL algorithms’ notoriously
poor sample efficiency (Clark et al., 2020) under
the large action space of the entire tag set limits the
performance of Seq2Set. Another limitation is that
MLE pre-training is prerequisite for RL training.

1-to-1 vs. 1-to-M: For both the AR model and
our model, we observe the 1-to-M models outper-
form 1-to-1 by a significant gap, which shows the
effectiveness of our approach under the orderless-
ness assumption. Note that the number of training
instances of 1-to-1 and 1-to-M are exactly the same,
meaning that the improvement is not due to data
augmentation but to the advantage of mitigating
the ordering constraint. To test orderlessness, in
addition, we shuffle the order of tags within the
posts and train our model under the same setting.
There is no meaningful gap in performance with
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Figure 4: Attention scores with color intensity, show-
ing how much [MASK] tokens attend to other tokens.
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Figure 5: Sequence-oblivious decoding (B=1) and
beam search results with different beam widths.

the original result, validating our assumption.

4.3 On Inter-Dependency
Unlike the AR approach of using the immediately
preceding token, we use the [MASK] token to fully
exploit the previously generated tag set. Figure 4
(a) and (b) illustrate how much the [MASK] to-
ken attends to the other tokens. Evidently, much
stronger attention is paid to the generated tags than
other tokens. This shows that the previously gener-
ated tags play a critical role in predicting the next
tag, which is in accordance with our claim for the
need to consider inter-dependency among the target
tags. This phenomenon is also apparent in Table
3, where it shows high average tag-to-tag interac-
tion (63.31%). It is worth noting that the [MASK]
token is not heavily relying on the last tag.

4.4 Greedy vs. Beam Search
In order to ensure the validity of our sequence-
oblivious decoding scheme, we compare the greedy
and beam search strategies. We apply beam search
with different width settings (B = 1, 3, 5, 10) for
different numbers of candidate sequences. Here,
B = 1 is equal to greedy since it takes the most
probable item at each time step. In Figure 5, we ob-
serve a substantial performance drop in our model
when we applied beam search to tag generation.

As mentioned in 3.3, this result can be explained
in terms of the characteristic differences between
a text sequence and a tag sequence, confirming
greedy decoding is more natural and amenable to
tag recommendation than beam search.

Image Location Time Text Tag

Image 39.74% 13.65% 22.33% 9.76% 14.52%
Location 13.48% 47.01% 19.37% 8.80% 11.34%

Time 11.07% 11.61% 51.67% 10.77% 14.88%
Text 12.39% 10.37% 16.71% 39.19% 21.34%
Tag 9.29% 6.72% 10.27% 10.41% 63.31%

[MASK] 14.27% 9.28% 11.58% 10.86% 54.01%

Table 3: Interaction among feature types. Rows show
how much feature types attend to others. Feature-wise
scores are normalized over all attention heads and lay-
ers and averaged over all instances in the test set.

Condition P@1 P@3 P@5 R@1 R@3 R@5

All Contexts 51.85 30.15 22.03 22.29 32.38 36.62

w/o Image 40.57 21.69 15.72 17.44 23.50 26.29
w/o Location 49.79 28.51 20.85 21.29 30.61 34.64
w/o Time 43.23 25.96 19.27 18.49 27.69 31.64
w/o Text 37.24 20.48 14.74 15.73 21.82 24.35

Table 4: Ablation over the feature types using our
model. Only one feature is removed at a time.

4.5 Impact of Context-Awareness

We also conduct an ablation study to see how each
feature type contributes to the model performance.
In Table 4, every evaluation score decreases when
we remove one of the input feature types, imply-
ing all of the feature types contribute to the model
prediction. It shows that Text is the most impor-
tant, probably because it comes directly from the
users and is most native to the BERT language
model. On the other hand, the location and time
features appear to be less important because they
are secondary descriptions derived from the origi-
nal descriptor. Usually the text form of location is
too specific and diverse for the model to capture the
patterns. Table 3 also reveals the degree of interac-
tions among the feature types. The attention scores
indicate that the features of one type attend to other
features (row-wise) quite actively, corroborating
our assumption that the context features in a post
are mutually complementary.
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#disgust  #insideout  #disney  #fear  
#anger  #sadness  #pixar  #joy  #halloween  #emotions
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#outdoors  #november
#blackandwhitephotogr
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#insideout #disgust  #disney #pixar
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#drawing  #art  #disney #digitalart  
#sketch  #disgust  #illustration  #joy  #artist  #artwork
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SOG

SOG
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AR

Figure 6: A qualitative analysis of tags generated by different models. The predicted tags in red are correct ones.

4.6 Qualitative Analysis

Figure 6 shows two test cases that compare outputs
that different models generate for the posts. For the
top post, the BR-EF model produces relevant tags
like #disney but fails to predict others like #fear
and #anger that our model generates successfully,
which require inter-tag dependency (Joy, Fear and
Anger are characters from the Disney movie, Inside
Out). For the bottom post, the AR model fails to
generate any of the gold tags, because it heavily
relies on the immediately preceding tag instead of
the entire context. Since the model initially pro-
duced wrong hashtags (#disgust, #insideout), the
AR model propagates the erroneous tag informa-
tion throughout the subsequent generations.

5 Conclusion

This paper characterizes the tag recommendation
tasks with and without multi-modal context infor-
mation in the posts of Instagram and Stack Over-
flow, respectively, and proposes a novel framework,
sequence-oblivious generation (SOG), that explic-
itly considers the inter-tag dependency and the or-
derless nature of tags. We address the drawbacks
of the conventional ranking and AR approaches to
tag recommendation and define it in a new way
so that it attends to the characteristics of “tag lan-
guage." For the new framework, we design the
sequence-oblivious model and training and decod-
ing strategies, together with the BERT-based early
fusion method for multi-modal features. In the ex-
tensive experiments on two different domains, we
show that SOG outperforms the the baselines by
significant margins. Also shown are the roles of the

iterative query expansion with generated tags, the
1-to-M training scheme under the orderlessness as-
sumption, the early fusion method over late fusion,
and the adoption of greedy search for decoding.
For future work, we plan to investigate if our gen-
erative framework can generalize over other tasks
possessing the “tag language" characteristics.
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A Appendix

A.1 Implementation Details of Baselines

Here we provide the implementation details includ-
ing hyperparameters (in Table 5) and model archi-
tectures of Joint Space, Seq2Set and BERT-based
(including BERT-based Ranking, AR, and SOG).
The hyperparameter values have been manually
tuned using the P@K and R@K criteria to select
the best performing version for each model in our
work. We checked the validity of the reported re-
sults by having 3 times of trials for each setting.
The implementation details are as follows:

• Joint Space (Ranking). We use a 3-layer
and 2-layer LSTM to model the text descrip-
tion for Instagram and Stack Overflow, respec-
tively, and a 10-layer convolutional layer with
the kernel size equal to 3 for image encoding.
For location and time, we use the representa-
tions from the context embedding matrix. If
location and time consist of multiple tokens,
we take an average over the token embeddings.
For pairwise ranking loss, we randomly sam-
ple two negative tags from the entire tag set
while excluding the ground truth tags.

We have also experimented with other settings
to find the best hyperparameters for the Joint
Space model as follows:

– Text Encoding: 1D convolutional layer
with the kernel size equal to 3 as in image
encoding.

– Image Encoding: 1D convolutional lay-
ers with the kernel sizes equal to 3, 4 and
5, and aggregation of these three settings,
respectively.

For a fair comparison between Joint Space
and BERT-based Ranking, we replaced the
encoding module of Joint Space with BERT
to use the early fusion proposed in this work.
We conducted several experiments with dif-
ferent embedding sizes (e.g., 128 and 768),
only to find out that none of them were able
to improve over the Joint Space for some rea-
son and even worse than the Frequency-Based
model, which we did not mention in this pa-
per but generated tags purely based on their
frequency.

• BERT-based Ranking (LF). For BERT-
based Ranking with late fusion, we input each

feature separately to the same model for inde-
pendent encoding and aggregate them in the
end. For a fair comparison with the early fu-
sion model, we assign unique index to each
context feature type (image, location, time,
and text) before giving it as input to our model.
For example, we assign a starting index 0 for
image features and 20 for location features to
avoid overlap. Such index allocation allows
us to prevent underfitting in the modeling of
each feature and relieve the burden of having
to encode input of differing modalities with
a limited range of parameters. To be more
specific, since we are feeding in each context
feature separately according to their modality,
we preclude the possibility of underfitted pa-
rameters by feeding every context input into
the same index position.

• Seq2Set. For implementation and evaluation,
we follow most of the settings in (Yang et al.,
2019a) the same. As mentioned in the official
code and the paper, we pre-train the Seq2Seq
model with MLE and fine-tune it with the pro-
posed RL scheme, where we train 20 epochs
for each phase. We use a learning rate of 3e-4
to make it converge on our dataset, which is
slightly higher than the default setting in the
official code. To be fair with our method, a
greedy search is used at decoding step.

• AR. We train AR using the 5 epochs, which
is the same with BR and SOG, for Instagram.
In the case of Stack Overflow, however, we
needed to use 4 epochs exceptionally as we
observed it begins to perform worse from 5
epochs. To discover the optimal number of
layers and give more chance for context-tag
interaction as in the recurrent BERT model,
we tested a 12-layer Transformer decoder for
experiments. However, there was no perfor-
mance gain even with a significant increase in
training time. Therefore, we decided to use a
one-layer Transformer decoder.

A.2 Data Construction

Here we describe the procedure how we con-
structed the two datasets for extensive and mean-
ingful experiments.

Instagram To collect meaningful and diverse
tags from Instagram, we first define a set of seed
tags based on the level of generality and fre-
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Hyperparameter Joint Space BR Seq2Set AR SOG

Batch size 128 64 64 64 64
Epoch 10 5 20+20* 5 / 4 5

Hidden size 128 768 512 768 768
Maximum length 100 / 20 384 500 384 384

Learning rate 1e-3 / 1e-4 5e-5 3e-4 5e-5 5e-5
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam

Seed - 42 1234 42 42
Approx. runtime 0.2 hrs 7 hrs 10 hrs 7 hrs 25 hrs

Parameters 1.3M 110M 20M 140M 110M

Table 5: Hyperparameters of the models. Most settings are the same for both datasets. “/" is used only when the
setting differ between Instagram / Stack Overflow, due to the unusual case where they couldn’t be trained well. *
indicates 20 epochs for pre-training with MLE and another 20 epochs for fine-tuning with RL.

Activity Emotion Event Location Object Time

driving angry anniversary bar bike afternoon
eating depression birthday beach book evening
golf disgust bridalshower cafe car fall
party fear competition city coffee holiday

reading happy farewell gym flower morning
running hope graduation home medal night

shopping love newyear office pizza spring
sleeping pity seminar outdoors shoes summer

swimming sad wedding park sky weekend
travel worry welcome school tree winter

Table 6: Seed tags used for collecting Instagram posts.

quency, as in Table 6. Seed tags consist of 6 gen-
eral categories (Activity, Emotion, Event,
Location, Object, Time), and each category
constitutes 10 tags. For example, “#beach" is as-
signed to Location and “#happy" to Emotion.
Using the seed tags we collect 180K posts from
Instagram and filter out those with more than 20
tags, resulting in 87,872 posts and 190K unique
tags. This filtering strategy is based on the ratio-
nale that the posts with exceptionally many tags
are highly likely to be an advertisement. More-
over, (Park et al., 2016)2 observed the top 1,000
out of 165K unique hashtags cover more than half
of the total, meaning that most are too specific or
unused. Based on this, we decided to filter out such
meaningless hashtags. They are not likely to have
discriminative power for search/recommendation.
We filter out those with less than 400 frequency,

2This dataset contains images with co-referenced tags, but
not contextual information required for our method. Thus, we
construct our own dataset.

resulting in the final set of 907 tags.
Stack Overflow We utilize a part of a corpus,

StackSample3, 10% of Stack Overflow Q&A posts
that is publicly available on Kaggle. It contains
1,200K questions (i.e., posts) with the correspond-
ing list of answers and tags. As part of an effort
to construct a quality dataset, we filter out ques-
tions where scores (i.e., reputation) are less than
5, resulting in 81,320 posts and 19K unique tags.
For the target tag set, we end up with 3,897 tags by
including only those with a minimum frequency of
10.

3https://www.kaggle.com/stackoverflow/stacksample


